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COMMITTEE CONNECTIVITY IN THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ASHLEY CRUMP, SHARAD GOEL, YANNET INTERIAN, BRIAN KEATHLEY, HUIMEI LIN AND KEVIN MUGO



Abstract. We take a network-based approach to analyzing the committee structure of the United States House of Representatives. Using ideas from random graph theory, statistics and computer science, we discuss what conclusions can be drawn from the network itself with only limited knowledge of the political process.



1. Introduction Many of the legislative functions of the United States House of Representatives are conducted in approximately twenty standing committees and their respective subcommittees. For example, Ways & Means is a prominent standing committee that has jurisdiction over taxation, trade and several entitlement programs, and includes subcommittees that draft and review legislation on Social Security, Medicare and unemployment benefits. Representatives are typically assigned to multiple committees, and those assignments are based on a variety of factors including seniority, experience, background, ideology, election margin, state delegation support, leadership support, and geography [20]. Formally, committee members are elected by the whole House, but the actual selection is made by the Steering Committees of the political parties and is rarely challenged. Despite the importance of committees in drafting and debating bills, the assignment process is not well understood. Recent investigations have attempted to untangle the intricate organization of the House by focusing on the committee network structure. In particular, the authors of [16, 17] looked at the number of common members between pairs of committees in the 107th House, and discovered that the 9-member Select Committee on Homeland Security shared two members with the 13-member Rules Committee, a seemingly unusual coincidence given the relatively small sizes of the committees in comparison to the 435-member House. Here we use ideas from random graph theory, statistics and computer science to analyze the committee structure of the House, and discuss what conclusions can be drawn from the network itself with only limited knowledge of the political process. We find that although there are pockets of high connectivity, overall the network is much sparser than predicted by a uniform random model of assignment. To a large part this is explainable by two observations: First, nearly all members are assigned to about the same number of committees, unlike a uniform random model in which some Representatives sit on a relatively large number of committees while others sit on none at all. Second, members on so-called exclusive standing committees Date: March 3, 2007. 1
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tend not to be assigned to other standing committees. This fact is well-known, and has obvious implications on connectivity of the committee network. However, although House rules identify four exclusive committees – Appropriations, Rules, Ways & Means, and Energy & Commerce – only the first three significantly affect connectivity: Energy & Commerce is not as “exclusive” as the others. Our network-based approach reveals an association between agricultural and military committee assignments that seems due to the disproportionate presence of military installations in agrarian areas together with a self-selection of members to committees that represent district interests. Due to differences in the rules governing committee assignments for Democrats and Republicans, we find that a change of party control affects connectivity. We also see a shift in the connectivity of the Armed Services and Veterans’ Affairs committees coinciding with their evolving roles during the post-Cold War and post 9/11 eras. Freshman Representatives are disproportionately assigned to certain committees, such as Small Business and Science. Surprisingly, building this fact into our models does not affect overall network connectivity. Much of the effect of seniority is captured by incorporating exclusive committees, which tend not to have freshman members. Our paper is organized as follows: We start by reviewing what is known about the mechanics of committee assignment. In Section 2 we describe the committee network and show that in comparison to a uniform random model of assignment, there are significantly more pairs of committees with no common members. That is, the committee network is relatively sparse. We employ the notion of edge expansion to help track down the “missing” edges. Section 3 introduces fixed degree assignment models in which the number of committee assignments per Congressman is prescribed to match the data. Assignments under these models are generated using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. In Section 4 we quantify committee connectivity in terms of p-values, and show that many pairs of committees have unusually large common membership, particularly pairings of agricultural with military committees. Using p-values as a proxy for intercommittee distance, Section 5 discusses multidimensional scaling as a way to visualize committee connectivity. We exam freshman assignments and committee turnover in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes our results. This paper is the product of work that began during the 2006 inaugural year of the Summer Math Institute (SMI) at Cornell University. The goal of that program is to help prepare college students for the challenges of graduate school, with a focus on increasing the representation of women and minorities in the math sciences. To that end, students divided their time between an upper level analysis class taught from Rudin’s, “Principles of Mathematical Analysis,” and interdisciplinary research projects. The analysis course was an intensive, rigorous, proof-based class that covered metric spaces, topological spaces, convergence and continuity in general settings, the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, and introductory measure theory. Over the summer, students worked nearly one-hundred homework problems, many of which required several hours to complete. As a result, they consistently devoted 20-30 hours per week learning analysis outside of class, and additionally devoted considerable energy to their research projects. The curriculum was supplemented by weekly guest speakers invited from across the country. The workload and stress level that students dealt with daily was on par with top graduate programs. Most of the ten students in the program came from schools without advanced math
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Figure 1. Structure of the United States Congress. The House of Representatives has approximately 20 committees and 100 subcommittees. courses. Nonetheless, they succeeded in digesting material taught at the highest undergraduate level and produced original research. The Committee Assignment Process. The House of Representatives is a complicated entity with 435 members divided into over a hundred committees and subcommittees governed by a plethora of procedural rules. The exact number and size of committees varies year-to-year, but is roughly stable. The 107th House (2001 - 2002), for example, consisted of 19 standing committees, the Select Committee on Homeland Security, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, and 92 subcommittees. The Democratic Caucus and Republican Conference draft the rules pertaining to committee assignments for their respective parties. These documents are not part of the public record, so unfortunately a full picture of the assignment procedure is not available. Nonetheless, here we outline key features of the process as described in [8, 20, 22]. In reality, few, if any, rules governing committee assignments are strict, and typically half of the Representatives are granted exemptions. Previous work on committee assignments includes [11, 13]. Committee assignments are under the purview of the Democratic and Republican Steering Committees, groups of 30-50 Representatives that ultimately draw up the committee slates for ratification by the full House. Steering Committees consist of the party leadership, chairs of influential committees, Representatives for the freshman and sophomore classes, and Congressman chosen from each geographic region of the country. Guidelines state that Representatives are limited to two committee assignments, and four subcommittee assignments. Furthermore, four committees are designated as exclusive, meaning Representatives on those committees are excluded from sitting on others, and freshman Congressman cannot be elected to them. As an exception, Democratic members of exclusive committees can simultaneously serve on the Budget or House Administration committee. The four exclusive committees are Rules, Appropriations, Ways & Means, and Energy & Commerce. The ratio of Democrats to Republicans on committees generally reflects party strength in the chamber. However, the Rules Committee – one of the most influential committees – has a ratio of 9:4 in favor of the majority.
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Figure 2. The committee network: edges connect committees with at least one common member. At the start of each two-year term, Representatives deliver written requests to occupy committee vacancies created by departing members. Freshman are generally elected to a committee of their first or second choice, and incumbents have the option of either maintaining or requesting new assignments. Members of a committee are ranked within their party by the number of terms served on the committee – notably, committee ranking does not consider total terms in the House. Ties are resolved by lottery. Seniority affects placement to committee leadership positions (e.g. committee and subcommittee chairmanships), and thus creates an incentive for Representatives to maintain their committee assignments. 2. Sparsity in the Committee Network How can one begin to make sense out of the complex committee structure of the House? Following the approach of [16, 17], we represent the House as a network. In particular, we consider the network of committees of the 107th House in which nodes represent either standing committees, select committees or subcommittees, and edges connect committees that have at least one common member. This results in a network with 113 nodes and 2411 edges. In the simplest model of assignment, standing and select committee members are chosen uniformly at random from the entire membership of the House, and subcommittee members are chosen uniformly from the membership of their parent committees. This model, of course, ignores the known mechanics of the assignment process, and is not intended to mirror reality. However, the aim is to leverage the simple model to highlight structural features of the actual network. As a first comparison, we compute the expected number of edges in the network under the uniform random model. Consider two committees Ci and Cj with sizes ci and cj (the sizes are stipulated by House rules). We first find an expression for the distribution of the number of common members Yi,j = |Ci ∩ Cj | between Ci and Cj under the uniform model. Suppose the committees draw their membership from a pool of ni,j Representatives: in the case Ci and Cj have the same parent committee, ni,j is the size of their parent;
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otherwise, ni,j = 435 is the size of the full House. Then,      ci ni,j − ci ni,j (2.1) P(Yi,j = k) = . k cj − k cj To see this, note that once the membership of committee Ci has been chosen,  −ci there are nci,j equally likely ways to choose committee Cj , but only cki nci,jj −k j committee assignments that result in exactly k common members. The distribution of Yi,j is hypergeometric with parameters ni,j , ci and cj . To calculate the expected number of edges E in the network, we write E as the sum of indicator variables Ei,j where Ei,j = 1 if committees Ci and Cj share a common P member, and Ei,j = 0 otherwise. The linearity of expectation shows that EE = i 0) = 1 − P(Yi,j = 0) = 1 − cj cj and accordingly EE
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where the sums are taken over all pairs of committees. Using the committee sizes of the 107th House, EX ≈ 3644, substantially greater than the 2411 edges observed in the data. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the number of edges in the uniform model based on 1000 random assignments of Representatives to committees. The most obvious source of this discrepancy is the guideline that members who serve on one of the four exclusive committees – Rules, Appropriations, Ways & Means, and Energy & Commerce – not serve on other committees [21]. However, that there are several exceptions to this guideline as shown in Tables 1 and 2. In particular, the majority of members serving on Energy & Commerce have a second committee assignment. Moreover, Democratic members of exclusive committees can simultaneously serve on the Budget or House Administration Committee. Consequently, the impact of exclusive committees is not as significant as one might first guess. Below we discuss how this rule can be inferred from the data alone. As an aside, in the process of working on this project, we “discovered” the existence of exclusive committees from the data before realizing that they are an established component of committee organization. Finding the Missing Edges. To track down the “missing” edges, we compute edge expansion coefficients. For a graph G = (V, E) and vertex subset A ⊂ V , the edge expansion of A is e(A, V \ A) cE (A) = |A| where e(A, V \ A) is the number of edges with one end in A and the other end in its complement X \ A. Table 3 shows actual and expected edge expansions when we set A equal to a standing committees and all of its subcommittees. A large ratio
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Non-Exclusive Assignments Exclusive Assignments 0 1 2 3 4 0 3 11 142 90 10 1 109 62 5 0 0 Table 1. Number of exclusive and non-exclusive standing committee assignments for Representatives of the 107th House.



Assignments 1 2 3 Appropriations 48 14 3 Energy & Commerce 25 32 0 Rules 7 5 1 Ways & Means 29 11 1 Table 2. Number of standing committee assignments for Representatives of the 107th House who serve on one of the four exclusive committees.



in the final column indicates that the committee has fewer connections than one would expect from a uniform random model. The edge expansions clearly show the prominence of three of the four exclusive committees: Rules, Appropriations and Ways & Means. Notably, the fourth committee, Energy & Commerce seems not to be as “exclusive” as the others. The edge expansion coefficient for the graph is defined to be cE =



min



|A|≤|V |/2



cE (A).



The expansion coefficient cE is helpful in microprocessor design, and thus has received considerable attention. In general, cE is NP-hard to compute, however, there are several approximation algorithms based on spectral techniques. For a graph G with n nodes, define the n × n adjacency matrix A such that A(i, j) = 1 if and only if an edge connects nodes vi and vj , and A(i, j) = 0 otherwise. The graph Laplacian is then L = D − A where D is the diagonal matrix with D(i, i) the degree of vertex vi . The Laplacian L is symmetric, and so is diagonalizable in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors with real eigenvalues. Since the rows of L sum to 0, the constant vector 1 is an eigenvector of L with eigenvalue 0. If G has a vertex subset A with no edges connecting A and V \ A, then L has an eigenvector orthogonal to 1 that is constant on each component and has eigenvalue 0. The heuristic behind spectral partitioning is that the eigenvector associated to the second largest eigenvalue can be used to find sets with small expansion. This idea was first suggested in [7], and experimental work (see e.g. [18, 25]) has shown that the approach is quite good. Figure 3 shows the 2nd − 5th eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian for the 107th Congress. Again we see three of the four exclusive committees (Rules, Appropriations and Ways & Means) while the fourth (Energy & Commerce) is absent. Table 4 shows the ratios of edge expansions Ee(Ci )/ˆ e(Ci ) for exclusive committees of the 101st − 107th Congress. The double bar between the 103rd and 104th Congresses indicates a change in House leadership from Democratic to Republican.
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Committee ˆ e(Ci ) Ee(Ci ) Ee(Ci )/ˆ e(Ci ) Agriculture 48.83 63.30 1.30 Appropriations 6.86 48.59 7.09 Armed Services 51.50 69.93 1.36 Budget 91.00 89.46 0.98 Education and the Workforce 51.83 63.12 1.22 Energy & Commerce 30.57 74.70 2.44 Financial Services 58.71 77.20 1.31 Government Reform 38.38 47.66 1.24 House Administration 32.00 39.28 1.23 International Relations 38.71 54.36 1.40 Judiciary 39.17 56.59 1.44 Resources 51.17 59.28 1.16 Rules 3.33 36.98 11.10 Science 51.20 66.11 1.29 Small Business 40.80 52.09 1.28 Standards of Official Conduct 47.00 42.36 0.90 Transportation and Infrastructure 50.14 72.12 1.44 Veterans’ Affairs 39.75 53.09 1.34 Ways & Means 7.71 53.38 6.92 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 40.60 48.48 1.19 Select Committee on Homeland Security 21.00 39.28 1.87 Table 3. Observed and expected edge expansion coefficients for standing and select committees of the 107th House.



Committee Appropriations Energy & Commerce Rules Ways & Means



101 5.45 1.76 3.07 5.24



102 4.67 1.92 3.77 4.28



103 6.12 2.26 5.38 7.13



104 105 106 107 8.22 7.82 7.52 7.09 2.96 2.82 3.40 2.44 11.85 25.45 17.38 11.10 8.41 5.73 6.88 6.92



Table 4. Ratios of edge expansions Ee(Ci )/ˆ e(Ci ) for exclusive committees of the 101st −107th Congress. The double bar indicates a change of House leadership from Democratic to Republican.



The committees are substantially more “exclusive” (i.e. have larger ratios) during Republican years than during Democratic years, and the trend is particularly salient in the Rules committee. This phenomenon seems largely due to the fact that Democratic members of exclusive committees can simultaneously serve on the Budget or House Administration committee, while Republicans members are less likely to serve on other committees. Furthermore, although the majority party generally holds committee seats in proportion to their strength in the chamber, the Rules committee maintains a disproportionate 9:4 ratio in favor of the majority party. For example, in the Democratic-led 103rd Congress, 6 of the 9 Democrats on Rules had another assignment (3 on Budget, 2 on House Administration, and 1 on District of Columbia) while only 1 of the 4 Republicans had an additional assignment. In the
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Figure 3. Eigenvectors associated with the 2nd - 5th smallest eigenvalues of the committee network Laplacian. The x-axis lists committees in the order of Table 3 with subcommittees immediately following their parent committee. Republican-controlled 104th Congress, only 2 of the 9 Republicans and none of the Democrats on Rules served on another committee. 3. Fixed Degree Random Models As discussed in Section 2, the uniform model overestimates the number of edges in the committee network. This is partially due to the fact that members on exclusive committees tend not to serve on other committees. However, a more fundamental, structural reason for sparsity in the committee network is that the uniform model predicts a wide range in the number of committee assignments per Representative, while in reality every Representative serves on approximately the same number of committees. To understand why this affects connectivity, consider a modified network in which multiple edges connect committees in accordance with their number of common members. For example, if committee A and committee B have three common members, then three edges connect them. In the singleedge committee network, edges indicate only that committees share at least one common member. Let dRi be the number of committees to which Representative Ri is assigned. Then the number of edges in the multi-edge network is  n  X dRi E= 2 i=1 since Representative Ri createsan edge between every of pair of committees on which she sits. Because x 7→ x2 is a convex function, by Jensen’s inequality (see
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Model A Constraints: • The number of standing committee assignments for each member is in accord with the data Model B Constraints: • The number of standing committee assignments for each member is in accord with the data • The number of exclusive committee assignments for each member is in accord with the data



Observed Predicted (Model B)



103 104 105 106 107 2944 1831 1986 2021 2411 3101 1919 2034 2154 2578



Table 5. Observed and predicted edge counts from Model B for the 103rd − 107th Congresses.



e.g. [19])  n  X dR i



i=1



2



 ¯ d ≥n 2



Pn



¯ That is, the multiwhere d¯ = 1/n · i=1 dRi , with equality only when dRi = d. edge network has the smallest number of edges when every member has the same number of committee assignments. In the data, this is approximately the case, with almost all members on 2-3 standing committees. The uniform model, by contrast, assigns some Representatives to 4 or 5 committees, while others are assigned to 0 or 1. Jensen’s inequality shows that these high degree Congressman increase connectivity in the network more than the low degree Congressman decrease it. As a concrete example, suppose Representatives R1 and R2 have  two committee assignments each. Then these two Representatives each create 22 = 1 edge in the multi-edge network. If one of R1 ’s assignments is given  to R2 , than R1 losses its single network edge, but now R2 is responsible for 32 = 3 edges, a net increase of 1 edge. To further examine the effect of the number of committee assignments per Representative, we generated random assignments in which Representatives are assigned to the same number of standing committees as they are in the actual 107th House. We call this Model A. Figure 4 shows that these fixed degree assignments typically have far fewer edges than the uniform model - about 3000 on average compared to roughly 3600 for the uniform model. Within this fixed degree framework, it is not difficult to incorporate exclusive committees. Model B randomly assigns Representatives to committees while also keeping the number of exclusive and non-exclusive committee assignments in accord with the data. As shown in Figure 4, Model B has about 2600 edges, similar to the roughly 2400 edges in the data. These results are mirrored in the other congresses, as summarized in Table 5. Generating Fixed Degree Assignments. In the classical random graph model  of Erd¨ os and R´enyi, n vertices are fixed and each of the possible n2 edges are
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Figure 4. Distribution of the number of edges in Model B, Model A and the uniform model (from left to right). Results based on 1000 random assignments of Representatives to committees. There are 2411 edges in the actual network.



Figure 5. In the pairing model, half-edges are joined uniformly at random. The resulting graph may have multiedges and selfloops. added to the graph with probability p. The degrees of each vertex have identical distributions, namely Binomial(n − 1, p). In many applications one would like more control on the degree distribution, and consequently the problem of generating random graphs with a given degree sequence (d1 , . . . , dn ) has received considerable attention. The first method for generating such graphs was the pairing model. This technique is so intuitive that it has been re-discovered several times. The earliest references seem to be [3, 4], and its history is discussed in [28]. In the pairing model, “half-edges” are drawn at each vertex in accordance with its desired degree. The half-edges of the graph are then paired uniformly at random, resulting in a graph with the prescribed degree sequence. However, this graph may have self-loops or
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Figure 6. The MCMC algorithm for generating fixed degree random graphs proceeds by selecting uniformly at random and swapping disjoint edges. multiple edges between a single pair of vertices. See Figure 5 for an illustration of the process. In the pairing model, one continues to generate graphs in this way until achieving a simple graph, i.e. a graph with neither self-loops nor multiedges. Since each simple graph is induced by the same number of half-edge matchings, the pairing model generates graphs uniformly among simple graphs with the desired degree sequence. For the pairing model to be a viable technique, the probability of generating simple graphs must be relatively large. Unfortunately, this is often not the case. In particular, for d-regular graphs, [3] shows that P (simple graph) ∼ e



1−d2 4



as n → ∞.



For example, when d = 10 the probability of generating a simple graph is approximately 1.8 × 10−11 , making the pairing algorithm prohibitively expensive. The Steger-Wormald algorithm [26] modifies the pairing model by joining halfedges only if doing so does not create a self-loop or multiedge. Although this method generates simple graphs by construction, it is possible for the algorithm to get stuck before all vertices have their requisite degree. Moreover, running the algorithm until obtaining a graph with the correct degree sequence does not result in a realization that is uniform over the desired set. Results of [12] show that the asymptotic distribution is approximately uniform for d-regular graphs with d = o(n1/3− ) and  > 0 fixed. However, little is known about the distribution for non-regular graphs. A widely used technique for generating fixed-degree random graphs is a Markov chain Monte algorithm based on edge swaps; this is the method we use. Start with any graph having the desired degree sequence. An efficient method for deterministically generating such an initial graph was discovered independently by Havel [10] and Hakimi [9], and is discussed below. Given a realization G, choose two edges (x, y) and (u, v) uniformly at random such that x, y, u, v are distinct vertices. If neither the edge (x, v) nor (u, y) are present in G, add these edges and delete (x, y) and (u, v); otherwise do nothing. See Figure 6 for an illustration of the method. These edge swapping moves define a Markov chain on the set Ω of simple graphs satisfying the given degree sequence. Since the probability of transitioning from the graph G to the graph G0 is the same as the reverse transition G0 to G, basic Markov chain theory shows that the chain converges to the uniform distribution on Ω. Regardless of the starting graph, after a sufficiently large number of edge swaps, the resulting random graph is approximately equally likely to be any graph in Ω.
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As with most Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, it is a delicate question to determine the number of steps necessary to approach the target distribution. However, empirical evidence suggests that this switching algorithm tends to converge quickly [14]. Havel and Hakimi introduced an elegant procedure for generating a (non-random) graph with prescribed degree sequence d = (d1 , . . . , dn ) – assuming such a realization exists. Pick a vertex vi (with degree di ) and choose any set of di highest degree vertices, not including vi . That is, pick a set of vertices Ai = {vi1 , . . . vidi } such that vi 6∈ Ai and deg(vij ) ≥ deg(w) for w 6∈ Ai ∪ {vi }. Connect vi to the vertices in Ai . Now the problem is reduced to finding a graph on n − 1 vertices with degree sequence d˜ where the vertex vi has been removed and the degrees of vertices in Ai have been reduced by 1. We then iterate the procedure. To prove that the HavelHakimi method works, consider a realization G of the degree sequence d. Suppose that in the graph G, vi is not already connected to all the vertices in Ai . Then there exists a vertex x ∈ Ai and u 6∈ Ai such that vi is adjacent to u but not to x. If deg(u) = deg(x) then we interchange the vertices u and x. Otherwise, we have deg(x) > deg(u), and there consequently exists a vertex y 6= u adjacent to x but not to u. Alter G be deleting the edges (x, y) and (u, vi ) and adding the edges (x, vi ) and (u, y). This is the same type of edge swapping used in the Markov chain above. Iterating this procedure if necessary, we generate a realization of d such that vi is connected to all the vertices in Ai . Removing the vertex vi and its edges ˜ Hence, the sequence d˜ is realizable and the proof is ˜ of d. results in a realization G completed by induction. To generate random assignments, we start with the data-induced bipartite graph with vertex set consisting of the 435 Representatives and 13 standing and select committees. Edges are drawn between Representatives and committees to indicate membership. Alternatively, Havel-Hakimi can be used to generate the initial graph. Repeated edge swaps yield new committee assignments that preserve the number of assignments per Representative. The memberships of subcommittees are then chosen uniformly at random from their respective parent committees. To maintain the bipartite structure of the assignment graph, a slight modification to the algorithm is necessary: random edges are chosen so that they start in the set of Representatives and end in the set of committees. In the notation above, x and u are Representatives, and y and v are committees. To generate assignments for Model B, which incorporates exclusive committees, edge swaps are performed only if either both of the selected edges connect to exclusive committees or both connect to non-exclusive committees. In this way, the number of exclusive and non-exlusive committee assignments per Representative is preserved.



4. Quantifying Committee Connectivity We expect two large committees to have more common members than two small committees. Consequently, in order to compare connectivity across committees, we need a measure that corrects for the size bias. One such measure, the interlock, normalizes by the expected number of common members. This statistic was introduced in [17] to study the House network, and is based on an unnormalized version used, for example, to study connections between boards of directors of Fortune 1000 companies [15].
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The interlock Li,j between committees Ci and Cj is defined to be the observed number of common members divided by the expected number of common members: ˆi,j /ENi,j . To compute ENi,j under the uniform model, write Ni,j as the sum of N variables Ii,j,k that indicate whether or not Representative k is in both committee Ci and Cj . Assuming committee members are chosen independently and uniformly from n Representatives, P(Ii,j,k = 1) = ci cj /n2 , and hence ci cj ENi,j = . n For example, the 9-member Select Committee on Homeland Security and the 13member Rules Committee – which share two members – has interlock Li,j = 7.4. One drawback of the interlock is that it is hard to interpret: What constitutes a large value? Instead, we quantify connectivity using p-values, a standard statistical measure. Define pi,j to be the probability that under the uniform random model committees Ci and Cj have at least as many common members as are actually observed in the data. For example, in the case of the Select Committee on Homeland Security and the Rules Committee, what is the probability that by pure chance– under the uniform model–they would share at least two common members? By (2.1) pi,j



ˆi,j ) = P(Ni,j ≥ N ˆi,j ) = 1 − P(Ni,j < N ˆi,j −1  N



=



1−



X



k=0



ci k







n − ci cj − k



   n . cj



Using this notion of connectivity, the Select Committee on Homeland Security and the Rules Committee have pi,j = 2.6%. That is, 2.6% of uniform random assignments result in this pair sharing at least 2 common members, indeed an unlikely event. Should we now conclude that the membership of Homeland Security and Rules were not chosen at random? The  problem with jumping to that conclusion is that if we examine each of the 113 ≈ 6000 pairs of committees, we will undoubtedly 2 observe events that occur 2.6% of the time – it would be surprising if we did not. Consequently, it is difficult to judge whether we are seeing a rare event simply because we are observing so many events, or rather because the members on these committees were not chosen uniformly at random. Nonetheless, p-values can be used to identify potentially interesting trends for further investigation. Table 6 lists the 25 pairs of committees with the smallest p-values, i.e. the pairs which have the most unusually high number of common members. At the top of the list is the pair Armed Services and Veterans’ Affairs. Given the similar, military function of these committees one might reasonable guess that they would have more common members than expected by chance. In fact, however, the number of common members between these two committees has not always been so high, but has steadily grown throughout the 1990’s. Their increase in similarity coincides with the post Cold War demobilization during the Clinton years. Another noticeable trend is the prevalence of agricultural committees paired with military committees. This seems partially due to the fact that rural, agrarian districts have a disproportionate number of military installations. We discuss both these observations further in Section 5.
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p-Values Committee Pairs 0.000048 Armed Services & Veterans’ Affairs 0.000233 Specialty Crops and Foreign Agriculture Programs & Intelligence Policy and National Security 0.000400 East Asia and the Pacific & Commercial and Administrative Law 0.000591 Military Installations and Facilities & Veterans’ Affairs 0.001067 International Monetary Policy and Trade & Government Efficiency, Financial Management and Intergovernmental Relations 0.001157 Immigration, Border Security and Claims & Science 0.001280 Department Operations, Oversight, Nutrition and Forestry & Transportation and Infrastructure 0.001779 Small Business & Highways and Transit 0.002235 Immigration, Border Security and Claims & Space and Aeronautics 0.002240 Conservation, Credit, Rural Development and Research & Aviation 0.002645 General Farm Commodities and Risk Management & Research 0.002664 Housing and Community Opportunity & Europe 0.002744 Military Readiness & Veterans’ Affairs 0.002755 Agriculture & Intelligence Policy and National Security 0.003302 Armed Services & Benefits 0.003599 Military Installations and Facilities & Health 0.003640 Financial Services & Europe 0.003689 Military Installations and Facilities & Fisheries Conservation, Wildlife and Oceans 0.003695 Housing and Community Opportunity & Commercial and Administrative Law 0.003695 Domestic Monetary Policy, Technology, and Economic Growth & Workforce, Employment, and Government Programs 0.003879 International Relations & Judiciary 0.004275 Specialty Crops and Foreign Agriculture Programs & Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 0.004476 Department Operations, Oversight, Nutrition and Forestry & Aviation 0.004676 Education and the Workforce & National Parks, Recreation and Public Lands 0.004816 General Farm Commodities and Risk Management & Intelligence Policy and National Security Table 6. The 25 pairs of committees with the smallest p-values for the 107th House.



5. Visualizing Committees The p-values computed above quantify the proximity or dissimilarity between committees: Small p-values indicate that the committees share more members than one would expect by chance. To visualize the implied geometry, we place committees as points in the plane so that their Euclidean interpoint distances approximate their empirical dissimilarities. Given points x1 , x2 , . . . xn ∈ Rp , it is easy to compute their interpoint Euclidean distances q di,j = (x1i − x1j )2 + · · · + (xpi − xpj )2 .
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We are interested in the inverse problem: Given interpoint distances, how can we reconstruct the points? Schoenberg [23] is usually attributed for characterizing the existence of such points, although Albouy [2] cites a previous, equivalent result by Borchardt [5] appearing as early as 1866. More generally, how do we find a low dimensional representation of the points that approximately respects the interpoint distances? The solution, multidimensional scaling [27, 29], has become a standard tool for visualizing high dimensional data, and is closely related to principle components analysis. A useful reference is [6]. Of course, at best the interpoint distances specify the points up to orthogonal transformation.PSo, without n loss, we find a set of points whose center of mass is at the origin, i.e. i=1 xi = 0. Organize the unknown points into an n × p matrix X, and consider the symmetric matrix of dot products S = XX T , i.e. Si,j = xi xTj . Then the orthogonal eigendecomposition S = U ΛU T shows that X = U Λ1/2 . In particular, the problem is reduced to finding the cross product matrix S from the interpoint distances. Now observe, d2 (xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )(xi − xj )T = xi xTi + xj xTj − 2xi xTj . As matrices, D2 = s1T + 1sT − 2S



(5.1)



where D2 is the n × n matrix of squared interpoint distances, s is the n × 1 vector of the diagonal entries of S, and 1 is the n × 1 vector of ones. We show S is obtained by double centering D2 : 1 1 H = I − 11T . (5.2) S = − HD2 H 2 n To see this, first note that for any matrix A, HAH centers the rows and columns to have mean 0. Consequently, Hs1T H = H1sT H = 0 since the rows of s1T and the columns of 1sT are constant. Substituting (5.1) into (5.2), we have 1 − HD2 H = HSH. 2 P P Finally, the rows of S satisfy j xi xTj = xi ( j xj )T = 0 since we assumed the points were centered. By symmetry, the columns of S also have mean 0, and hence, HSH = S, establishing (5.2). In summary, given an n × n matrix of interpoint distances D, one can solve for the points by: (1) Double centering the squared interpoint distance matrix: S = − 21 HD2 H (2) Diagonalizing S: S = U ΛU T (3) Extracting X: X = U Λ1/2 . In the above we assumed the unknown points did in fact lie in some Euclidean space, and were interested in finding points whose interpoint distances agreed with D exactly. More generally, given points xi in some high dimensional space we would like a low dimensional embedding xi → yi that preserves the interpoint distances as closely as possible. This can be done by focusing on only the k-largest eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors. In particular, setting Yk equal to the first k columns of X solves the minimization problem (5.3)



min



yi ∈Rk



n X i,j=1



kxi − xj k22 − kyi − yj k22



2
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Figure 7. An MDS plot of standing committees for the 107th House based on interconnectivity as measured via p-values. !! corresponds to preserving squared distance in the sense of least squares. (We !that ! " !



assume the diagonalization S = U ΛU T is such that entries decrease along the diagonal of Λ.) Preserving distance squared (as opposed to distance) may seem unintuitive, but the advantage of this minimization problem is that the solution can be expressed as an eigendecomposition. In our setting it is not reasonable to believe that p-values correspond to interpoint distances between committees in some Euclidean space. Rather, they are measures of proximity. The MDS eigenvector solution then does not correspond to the minimization problem (5.3), but the technique is still useful as an exploratory data analysis method that heuristically finds points such that their Euclidean interpoint distances approximate the proximities D. See [24] for further discussion of non-metric MDS. The results of MDS applied to the committees of the 107th House are shown in Figure 7. As expected, the military committees Armed Services, Veterans’ Affairs and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence are quite close to each other. More surprisingly, these committees are relatively close to Agriculture and Resources. A reasonable explanation is that all these committees attract Representatives from rural, sparsely populated districts, which have both an agrarian economy and a disproportionate number of military installations. For instance, Rep. Terry Everett (R-AL) sits on the Agriculture, Armed Services, Veterans’ Affairs and Intelligence committees, and comes from a district whose economy is driven by defense and agriculture. Everett’s 2nd district is home of the U.S. Army Aviation School at Fort Rucker, the U.S. Air Force’s Air University at Maxwell
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Figure 8. An MDS plot of standing committees for the 103rd House based on interconnectivity as measured via p-values.



Air Force Base, as well as many defense contractors. Moreover, Alabama’s 2nd is among the top 20% of congressional districts in terms of agricultural market value [1]. An extensive analysis of committee assignment requests [8] identified Agriculture, Armed Services and Resources as three of the four committees for which constituency demographics plays a key role (the fourth committee is International Relations). Agriculture is the exemplar of a constituency committee, with members overwhelmingly citing district interests as the primary factor influencing their request. Members who request Armed Services have a greater military presence in their district – no matter whether that presence is measured in terms of workforce or number of installations – and members requesting Resources tend to represent sparsely populated areas. The general committee organization in the MDS plot of the 107th House is replicated in other Congresses as well, and appears stable under changes in House leadership. Figure 8 shows an MDS plot of the 103rd House, the most recent term in which Democrats were in control. (Note: The Democrats recently took leadership of the 110th House, but full committee data from this term is not yet available.) We again see a clustering of Agriculture, Resources and Armed Services. Surprisingly, Veterans’ Affairs is not as closely aligned with Armed Services in the 103rd House as in the 107th . In fact, although the sizes of these two committees has been roughly
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100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 5 5 6 8 8 9 12 13 9 8 3 .3837 .3321 .2348 .0620 .0385 .0107 .00024 .000048 .0188 .0396 .8125 Table 7. Number of common members between Armed Services and Veterans’ Affairs, and corresponding p-values, for the 100th − 110th Congresses (1987 - 2009).



constant, their number of common members grew steadily during the 1990’s, and then recently decreased (see Table 7). This pattern coincides with the post-Cold War demobilization during the Clinton years in which the number of troops was reduced by more than 30%, followed by the post-September 11, 2001 increase in military deployment. Prior to the 1990’s, the size of the military had been steady at about 2 million active duty personnel since the post-Vietnam demobilization. It seems that the evolving role of the Armed Services and Veterans’ Affairs committees is reflected in their connectivity. 6. Effects of Seniority on Committee Connectivity In the previous sections we restricted our analysis to consider only information encapsulated by the network structure itself. In particular, we ignored an obvious factor affecting committee assignments: seniority. Each committee ranks members based on time served on the committee, and high ranking Congressman are more likely to be selected for committee leadership positions. In particular, the rankings do not consider total time in the House. A Representative’s time on a committee involves learning specialized material and building working relationships that are not always transferable to other committees. These factors consequently diminish the frequency of transfer requests, and the majority of transfers are for a small number of sought after assignments, for example seats on exclusive committees [11]. The term-to-term turnover rate for committees varies significantly, from nearly 0% - 35%. For example, based on data from the 102nd - 107th Houses, a third of the members on Small Business transfered to other committees. Moreover, of the 103 vacancies created on Small Business due to transfers, election losses, deaths, etc., nearly 90% were filled by freshman Congressman; only a handful of Representatives transferred to Small Business from other committees. The Science committee is similar, with a term-to-term transfer rate of 27% and 83% of vacant seats occupied by freshman. As an aside, note that high-turnover is not necessarily indicative of low desirability, but simply of mobility. Figure 9 shows the percentage of freshman Congressman serving on various standing committees. Clearly, seniority plays an important role in committee assignments. However, perhaps surprisingly, seniority does not seem to affect committee connectivity after accounting for exclusive committee assignments. Model C extends the fixed degree models A and B by restricting to random assignments in which the number of freshman on each committee agrees with the data. As with the other models, assignments are generated via a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm based on edge swaps. In this case, edge swaps are performed only if 1) either both selected edges connect to freshman or both connect to non-freshman;
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Figure 9. Percent of freshman Representatives on various committees, averaged over terms 102-107. Freshman held about 20% of committee seats. Model C Constraints: • The number of standing committee assignments for each member is in accord with the data. • The number of exclusive committee assignments for each member is in accord with the data. • The number of freshman on each committee is in accord with the data. and 2) either both selected edges connect to exclusive committees or both connect to non-exclusive committees. The edge count distribution for Model C is shown in Figure 10. On average these models have approximately 2600 edges, the same as Model B which only explicitly incorporates exclusive committee assignments. Since freshman for the most part do not sit on exclusive committees, Model B implicitly captures the connectivity effects of seniority. 7. Conclusion In this article we use ideas from random graph theory, statistics and computer science to analyze the committee structure of the United States House of Representatives, and discuss what conclusions can be drawn from the network itself with only limited knowledge of the political process. We consider the network of committees having edges between committees that share at least one common member. Although there are pockets of high connectivity, overall the network is much sparser than predicted by a uniform random model of assignment. In particular, the data-induced network for the 107th Congress has 2411 edges while uniform assignments typically yield approximately 3650 edges. To a large extent we find this is explainable by two observations: First, nearly all members are assigned to about the same number of committees, unlike a uniform random model in which
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Figure 10. Distribution of the number of edges in Model C. Results based on 1000 random assignments of Representatives to committees.



some Representatives sit on a relatively large number of committees while others sit on none at all. Second, members on exclusive standing committees tend not to be assigned to other standing committees. However, although House rules identify four exclusive committees, an edge expansion analysis of the network shows that only three of the four (Appropriations, Rules and Ways & Means) substantially affect connectivity. Most members on the fourth committee, Energy & Commerce, in fact have other committee assignments. We built models incorporating these two factors using fixed-degree random assignments generated via a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm based on edge swaps. In terms of network connectivity, our models agree quite well with the data, typically having 2600 edges. Comparable results are obtained for the 103rd − 106th Congresses. Our network-based methodology reveals an association between agricultural and military committee assignments that seems due to the disproportionate presence of military installations in agrarian areas together with a self-selection of members to committees that represent district interests. This relationship was discovered via a multidimensional scaling plot of the committees using p-values as a proxy for distance. Due to differences in the rules governing committee assignments for Democrats and Republicans, we see that a change of party control affects connectivity. We also find a shift in the connectivity of the Armed Services and Veterans’ Affairs committees coinciding with their evolving roles during the post-Cold War and post 9/11 eras. It is clear that seniority of Representatives affects committee assignments. For instance, Small Business and Science, have a disproportionately large number of freshman members. Surprisingly, including this fact in our models does not affect network connectivity. The effects of seniority seem to be captured implicitly by accounting for exclusive committees, which tend not to have freshman members. Our work suggests several directions for further investigation. This paper focuses on static models of assignment, i.e. models in which all Representatives are assigned
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